
Yellow brown skin to blend in with desert environment and the branches of the brambles in its home

Desert Kolbold
Desert Environment

When the Kobold is too hot it sends blood through the folds of skin it has in its neck and under its back hump -much 
like a elephant, it does this to cool the blood circulating air around the surface to cool the blood further. The Kobold 
does this by raising and lowering its back hump moving air in and out of the skin folds

Like the Pachydermatous the Kobold uses its thick 
skull and plated head to ram other creatures who 
tries to enter its spiky bramble environment, rather 
than trying to cause injury from the initial strike the 
Kobold uses its powerful legs to try and �ip the intruder, 
exposing parts of their body which would of otherwise 
been guarded from the brambles 
 
Back Stores fatty tissue to help the kobold to 
go for long periods without feeding.  
Although it can feed on the brambles it 
lives in the kobold tends to avoid it as the 
thorny brambles are also a large part of 
protection from other creatures in the 
gloaming. 
 
 
 
Like Dinosaurs the Kobold also stores  
a lot of its fat in its tail, the tail also 
functions to keep the back 
of the kobolds legs safe 
from the thorns 
 
 
The powerful hind legs of the 
kobold are used like a spring to 
violently propel the kobold forward 
when trying to ram a enemy. 
when the Kobold feels safe enough to 
venture away from its thorny home its 
powerful legs are used to bolt back to 
the brambles at the �rst sign of trouble

The Kobold Lives in and feeds on brambles and other tough, spiky 
plants. It does this to keep away from other creatures in the gloaming 
and to injure anyone who try and enter its home by knocking them 
about into the thorny spikes.

Elongated face to keep eyes far away from brambles while feeding
sharp beak at front rips o� pieces o� bramble
Teeth are far back in head for more leverage from the jaw when chewing
-This allows tougher food to be eaten than other animals of its size

The Kobold travels through the bram-
bles on all fours using the thick skin and 
tough plates of its face and back to 
push away the thorns from its softer 
underbelly.  The thick lumps on a 
kobold extend out away from the body 
helping to keep the thorns away.
Because all of the kobolds protective 
plates are on its front it can only move 
forwards when traveling through the 
brambles and even though it has a lot 
of protection from the thorns kobold 
prefer to travel through paths they have 
already formed

When traveling on all fours through bramble bushes 
the kobold tries its best to minimize its volume as 
much as possible as the path it creates may be used by 
other creatures in the gloaming part of how it does 
this is by compacting its hind legs. 
The section A and B lock together and are pulled in 
toward the chest on the inside of arms when traveling, 
its forwards momentum is created by section C and its 
toes functioning just as the legs do on any other 

creature. Kobolds do use sections A and B brei�y to get a extra push 
when forming a new path through the brambles 

The skin of a Kobold is scaly and 
especially tough where it comes into 
contact with the thorns of its envi-
ronment, its head, back and arms 
have very limited movement and 
have formed plates of skin clumps. 
 
The plates of the Kobold are not 
actually bone but cartilage like the 
tail of a  whale or the �n of a pen-
guin. because of this they can �ex a 
little preventing too much weight 
from the thorny branches of its 
environment from having too much 
pressure in one section of its body.

The homes of the kobolds are inside of large bramble 
bushes using the thick thorny branches as protection 
from other creatures in the gloaming.
Because the thorns can be dangerous for kobolds as 
well (especially the young) Kobolds form nests inside of 
the bushes like beavers do inside of dams.
These nests have two paths out and are completly 
surrounded by  the bramble bush (above included)

Height :80cm


